Save time and money distributing your products with InCord’s CartNet cart rack netting system. InCord’s unique cart netting system eliminates the need for shrink wrap application and the handling waste it creates at delivery. Finally, an environmentally friendly, green solution to shrink wrap with reusable containment netting.

CartNet is the smart choice to economically and safely transport your products to your customer’s shelves. Easy to attach, CartNet will provide long service since it can be used on your carts over and over again.

CartNet is made of high tenacity polypropylene mesh with a sewn border. Velcro ties are used for easy fastening and quick release of the net panel.

---

**CartNet for Material Handling Safety** –
- Protect and prevent loss due to spillage.
- Eliminate the need for shrink wrap.
- Easy to install and use.
- The system is reusable for long life.
- Economical and environmentally green.
- Adaptable to various cart configurations.
- Use CartNet cart netting systems for egg cart nets, flower carts, dairy carts, cafeteria carts, and more!
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**Netting Specifications for CartNet™ M-250**
- Style: Raschel Knotless Netting
- Fiber: High Tenacity, Polypropylene (HTPP)
- Cord Diameter: 1/16 inch (1.8 mm)
- Mesh Size: 1 inch (25 mm) square opening
- Load Test, Max: 500 ft-lb (678 N-m)
- Weight: 0.0186 lb/ft² (91 g/m²)
- UV: Extra UV Stabilizers added
- Color: Black
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**CartNet helps you deliver the goods**
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